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Stress plays a critical role in our lives, impacting our productivity and our long-term physiological and psychological well-being. This has motivated the development of stress monitoring solutions to better understand stress, its impact on productivity and teamwork, and help users adapt their habits toward more sustainable stress levels. However, today’s stress monitoring solutions remain obtrusive, requiring active user participation (e.g., self-reporting), interfering with people’s daily activities, and often adding more burden to users looking to reduce their stress.

In this paper, we introduce WiStress, the first system that can passively monitor a user’s stress levels by relying on wireless signals. WiStress does not require users to actively provide input or to wear any devices on their bodies. It operates by transmitting ultra-low-power wireless signals and measuring their reflections off the user’s body. WiStress introduces two key innovations. First, it presents the first machine learning network that can accurately and robustly extract heartbeat intervals (IBIs) from wireless reflections without constraints on a user’s daily activities. Second, it introduces a stress classification framework that combines the extracted heartbeats with other wirelessly captured stress-related features in order to infer a subject’s stress level. We built a prototype of WiStress and tested it on 22 different subjects across different environments in both stress-induced and free living conditions. Our results demonstrate that WiStress has high accuracy (84%-95%) in inferring a person’s stress level in a fully-automated way, paving the way for ubiquitous sensing systems that can monitor stress and provide feedback to improve productivity, health, and well-being.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We all experience stress during our daily lives: while working on a deadline, preparing for an event, worrying about our children, or thinking about our futures. While moderate stress may boost our productivity [49, 116], chronic stress – or prolonged exposure to acute stress – has detrimental outcomes. It accelerates aging at the cellular level [92] and promotes an earlier onset of age-related diseases such as diabetes [82], Alzheimer’s [81], and high blood pressure [29]. Clinical studies have also shown that chronic stress is correlated with increased risk of depression [114], fatigue [26], anxiety [95], and insomnia [119]. These studies demonstrate the importance of continuous and fully-automated stress monitoring. Such monitoring can provide doctors with information...
to better manage patient conditions [14]; it can also help us modulate our own stress levels by incorporating meditation or adapting our daily activities to improve our well-being and productivity [95].

Unfortunately, today’s stress monitoring solutions remain obtrusive and typically require active cooperation from users, thus interfering with their daily activities. The most standard approach relies on self-reporting, where users log their stress levels (e.g., low, medium, or high) in a journal or on a smartphone [74, 91], making this approach obtrusive [13, 63]. Another common approach for one-shot, acute stress measurement is to extract the cortisol hormone from saliva samples [33, 79, 105]. This approach is not suitable for long-term monitoring, as it relies on precise lab equipment, the subject’s willingness to frequently provide saliva samples, and an expert’s intervention to extract the hormone concentration.

Recognizing these limitations, researchers have looked into inferring stress levels from wearables that monitor stress-related biomarkers such as breathing, heart rate variability (HRV), and skin conductivity. These solutions fall into two major categories, which trade off comfort for accuracy [71, 87]. The first can accurately extract stress-related metrics but require bulky setups that can be burdensome for everyday use (e.g., chest bands that measure HRV [98] or shirts that measure muscle activity to infer stress [113]). The second category uses wristbands that can infer stress from HRV measurements. These approaches are more comfortable for everyday use but they have lower accuracy than chest bands due to the constant movement of a user’s wrist [41, 45, 46], which has driven medical researchers to adopt protocols that use chest bands over wristbands for HRV measurements [69, 94]. Moreover, all of these approaches require users to actively participate and wear devices, which may be uncomfortable for various sections of the population [67].

An ideal stress monitoring solution would monitor a user in a completely passive way and without interfering with their daily activities. In this paper, we present WiStress, a system that can monitor a user’s stress passively using wireless signals. As shown in Fig. 1, WiStress can be installed on a desk or near a couch to monitor a nearby user’s stress levels. It works by continuously transmitting ultra-low-power wireless signals that reflect off the human body and capturing these reflections in order to infer the person’s stress level. This solution is inspired by recent work that has demonstrated the potential to track a person’s movements and vital signs using wireless signals [9, 10, 129]. Unlike this past work, it is the first to demonstrate the potential of using such signals to monitor a person’s stress.

At the core of WiStress’s design is a novel machine learning pipeline that can map wireless reflections to stress levels. The pipeline extracts three key stress-correlated biometrics from wireless reflections: breathing, heart-rate
variability (HRV), and motion. Among these, HRV is particularly challenging because it requires sensing minute variations in the wireless reflections that arise from body movements triggered by heartbeats. Because heartbeat movements are very minute, they are easily masked by user movements as subtle as a shift in pose, nodding, shaking one’s leg, or typing. As a result, unless the user is fully static, it is not possible to distinguish whether subtle changes in the wireless reflections are due to a heartbeat or due to a nod or an eye twitch [10, 128] let alone random noise, movements, or other users in the environment.

To overcome these challenges, our approach is to identify and leverage temporally local self-similarities in the wireless reflections and use them to zero in on a user’s heartbeat. Specifically, rather than simply looking for subtle changes in the wireless reflections, WiStress looks for similarities in these changes over short windows of time. Since a user’s heartbeats are repetitive and the heart rate varies gradually over time, this approach allows the network to zero in on the heartbeats. WiStress’s method is particularly powerful because it can also eliminate subtle random movements (e.g., nods, typing) and quasi-random movements (e.g., shaking legs). To learn temporally local self-similarities, WiStress opportunistically captures wireless reflections over time and constructs a self-similarity matrix similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. As we describe in §3.2, the matrix compares time-shifted windows of reflections to each other, and feeds them to WiStress-Net, a network that can learn similarity features due to heartbeats while eliminating changes arising from extraneous movements.

WiStress builds on this fundamental technique to deliver a fully-automated system for passive stress monitoring. The system can automatically detect when a user is nearby and when they leave its sensing field. It incorporates techniques (described in §3.2) that enable it to automatically identify and segment the variations in reflections that arise from breathing and heart rate variability, and mitigate the impact of extraneous movements and interference. Furthermore, rather than entirely discard measurements with motion artifacts, we observe that WiStress can leverage motion to boost its stress classification accuracy. This is because certain body movements (e.g., frequently shaking one’s leg or stretching their neck) are correlated with stress levels. In §3.3, we describe how WiStress’s overall architecture enables extracting and selecting physiological and motion-based features to train its learning models to infer a user’s stress level.

We built a prototype of WiStress using an off-the-shelf millimeter-wave sensing board (the TI IWR1443 module [5]). We tested our system on 22 subjects of different ages and genders, across different homes, and during many different daily activities, as well as specific tasks designed to induce stress. Throughout the experiments, subjects were free to move around, leaving and returning the radio range of the sensor; moreover, other people freely moved around in the background. To obtain ground-truth measurements during our long-term studies, we asked subjects to fill out a standardized NASA-TLX form [57] every 30 minutes.

Our results demonstrate that WiStress can passively and accurately classify among three standard levels of stress: low, moderate, and high. Its median accuracy is 90.7% when the models are tested and trained on the same person (while a random guess is 33.3%). Moreover, WiStress works correctly even when it is tested on people it has never been trained on (and in new environments); in such scenarios its median accuracy remains over 84%. We also demonstrate that WiStress can extract HRV’s with very low error (median error < 4 ms) even when subjects are free to perform daily activities; in contrast, the error of state-of-the-art HRV extraction algorithms from wireless signals increases to around 50 ms (i.e., 10 times that of WiStress) when subjects are allowed to perform daily activities, precluding the ability to use them for accurate and unobtrusive stress monitoring. Beyond obtaining spot-level stress checks, WiStress can track changes in a user’s stress level over extended periods of time, paving way for future solutions that would allow users to monitor their stress levels and adapt their daily activities.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions:

(1) We present WiStress, the first passive stress monitoring system that can infer a user’s stress levels from wireless signals.
We introduce WiStress-Net, a novel machine learning network that can extract heart rate variability (HRV) from wireless reflections without requiring users to remain static during the monitoring phase.

We introduce a framework for extracting physiological and motion-based features from wireless signals for stress monitoring.

We built a prototype of WiStress and tested it on 22 different human subjects in different homes. Our evaluation demonstrates that WiStress has high accuracy in extracting stress levels even when it has never seen the subject before.

Finally, it is worth noting that since WiStress relies on off-the-shelf millimeter wave radars (similar to those in the recently released Google Nest Hub [60]), it holds the potential to bring ubiquitous stress sensing to millions of users worldwide.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Stress Monitoring Systems

The past two decades have witnessed an increased interest in stress monitoring to prevent, diagnose, and even treat related diseases [21, 58, 68, 89]. The standard approach for stress monitoring relies on extracting cortisol from saliva samples or requiring users to complete questionnaires about their stress level. Because these methods are obtrusive and inconvenient for long-term stress monitoring, researchers have looked into a variety of alternative methods for inferring stress:

**Wearable Devices.** Recent studies have used a variety of wearables such as smart belts [87, 126], shirts [113], smart watches [16], and skin-attachable sensors [1, 71] for stress monitoring. These wearables typically infer stress by measuring biomarkers such as heart rate variability (HRV) [36, 85, 93], electrodermal activity [36, 59, 73, 84], and respiration [59, 80, 122, 124].

Although this body of work takes important steps towards less obtrusive stress monitoring, it has a number of some limitations. First, these methods still require attachment to the person’s skin and/or body. As a result, certain population (e.g., children, elderly) may not be comfortable with wearing these devices for a long time, and a recent survey [71] reported that around 15 to 35 percent of the respondents would not be willing to continuously wear a stress monitoring device. Furthermore, these wearables typically exhibit a trade off between accuracy and comfort (more bulky devices are more accurate, but less comfortable), with certain devices requiring inconvenient skin preparation; for example, the BioStampCR [1] requires that any hair be removed from the area before the sensor is attached. Aside from the potential inconvenience of wearing these devices, the user must remember to recharge them on a daily basis [87].

WiStress shares the vision of less obtrusive monitoring with this past work, but in contrast to these prior systems, it does not require any contact with the user’s body or any cooperation from the user (e.g., re-charging). More importantly, it opens up new use cases that require location-specific monitoring. For example, it can be incorporated into smart devices (like screens or kiosks) to infer when a user interacting with them is stressed and adapt to their stress level, or it can be installed in offices or classrooms to help monitor work stress of employees and/or students.¹

**Camera-based Methods.** Camera-based methods have also been proposed to assess stress level by sensing visual cues such as a subject’s head movements, blink rate, and pupil size variation [24]. Some methods also use videos to estimate the HRV of the subject in order to infer their stress level [48]. However, these methods involve capturing high resolution video of the subject to capture the minute changes corresponding to small variations in

¹Note that GPS-enabled wearable cannot enable location-specific monitoring in indoor environments because GPS accuracy is poor indoors [97].
the user’s face, which raises privacy concerns. Additionally, these methods are sensitive to lighting conditions and do not work in the dark [17]. In contrast, WiStress is much less privacy intrusive and works in the dark.

**Smartphone-based Methods.** Researches have also considered smartphones to monitor stress by analyzing user behavior [20, 23]. These analyses include speech analysis, location behavior, phone call and text patterns, and user personal traits. However, these studies have reported lower (70% or less) accuracy and reliability than bio-markers in inferring a user’s stress, and raise privacy concerns for their users. Recent work [78] has also leveraged smartphones for photoplethysmogram-based HRV extraction, which is then used to assess the mental health of the subject. However, this approach shares the same challenges as contact-based methods since the user needs to put their finger directly on the smartphone camera and keep it there for the full duration of the experiment.

2.2 RF-Based Sensing

RF-based sensing is an emerging field which uses the reflections of RF (Radio Frequency) signals off the human body to track human movements, postures, and vital signs [10, 64, 121, 127, 130]. The closest to our work are past systems that measure heartbeats using RF signals. These can be divided into two main categories:

- The first category extracts the average heart rate from measurements collected over 1-2 minutes [8, 18, 31]. This category of systems can work with quasi-random user movements because it averages out these movements over the measurement period. However, it cannot extract individual heartbeats, which are of the order of 1 second; as a result, this category of systems cannot measure HRV at the level of individual heartbeats, which is required for stress monitoring [69].

- The second category can extract individual heartbeats and measure the HRV, but can only work in controlled lab environments. Specifically, these systems require users to sit or lie down in a specific position/orientation with respect to the sensing device, remain fully-static for the measurement duration [52, 101, 128], and often require users to hold their breath [101]. In the absence of such controlled lab setups, state-of-the-art systems (like EQ-Radio [128] and RF-SCG [52]) incur errors that are $10 \times -25 \times$ larger than WiStress, making them incapable of inferring a user’s stress level, as we demonstrate empirically in §5.1. As a result, using these systems for stress monitoring would require users to stop their daily activities in order to actively take a measurement. More importantly, they would make the user aware of being monitored, thus inducing the well-known subject-expectancy effect [22, 55] where the experimental setup biases the results.

WiStress builds on these prior systems to deliver the first fully-automated, passive system for monitoring stress by extracting HRV without imposing unnatural requirements on the user.

2.3 Self Similarity

Finally, our work is related to past work that uses the concept of self-similarity. Prior work has applied this concept to identify patterns in text [90], music [38, 39, 77], and videos [37, 40, 66, 108]. WiStress adapts this concept to the RF domain and is the first to apply it to the RF-based sensing.

3 WiStress’s Design

WiStress is a passive stress monitoring system that relies on wireless signals. The system uses a wireless device that can sit on a user’s desk or near their couch as shown in Fig. 1. The device continuously sends an ultra-low-power RF signal in the millimeter-wave band, and captures its reflection. It analyzes these reflections over time in order to detect the nearest user and infer their stress level.

WiStress operates in three main stages as shown in Fig. 2:

1. **Capturing the RF Reflection.** In the first stage, WiStress captures the reflection off a nearby user’s body. This component can detect the presence of a user, determine when they leave and return to its sensing
Fig. 2. Overview of WiStress’s Design. The system uses a millimeter-wave FMCW radio to extract wireless reflections off the user’s body. It filters these reflections to obtain time-domain signals that correspond to breathing cycles and micro-movements. The micro-movements are fed to a self-similarity-based perception network to extract individual heartbeats. Finally, the breathing cycles, heartbeats, and body movement features are fed into a stress classification network that infers a user’s stress level.

field (within approximately 3 m radius of the device), and eliminate the impact of other users and noise in the environment. It outputs a time-domain signal corresponding to the user’s movements.

(2) Self-similarity-based Perception Network. WiStress’s second component takes the time-domain signal corresponding the user’s movements and outputs the user’s heart rate variability. This component exploits a self-similarity matrix (SSM) to zero in on a user’s heartbeats, and constructs a deep learning architecture that can robustly extract these heartbeats and eliminate extraneous movements.

(3) Stress Classification Module. WiStress’s final component takes the heartbeats extracted from the perception network, selects and extracts stress-related features from the heartbeats as well as breathing cycles and movements, and uses the combined features to infer a user’s stress level.

Next, we describe each component of our design in detail.

3.1 Capturing the Wireless Signal

The first step of WiStress’s design is to capture the wireless reflection of a nearby user’s movements. To do so, it transmits a low-power RF signal, measures its reflections, and filters them to zoom in on the nearby user. The main challenge in isolating the nearby user’s reflections is that wireless signals not only reflect off that user’s body, but also other objects in the environment, including furniture and other users.

To overcome these challenges, WiStress builds on past systems that employ radar techniques in order to isolate the user’s reflection and eliminate those arising from other objects in the environment. We describe these techniques at a high-level and refer the interested user to prior work [8, 10] for more details. The techniques isolate reflections arriving from each 3D location in the environment by using a combination of Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar and a 2D antenna array. Since different reflectors occupy different locations in 3D space, WiStress uses these techniques to isolate different reflectors into separate buckets. Subsequently,
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Fig. 3. Different patterns of heartbeat. (a): The ECG signal has a fixed heartbeat pattern. (b): heartbeats from wireless signals captured from a user in one experiment. (b1), (b2) and (b3) were captured 30 seconds apart. The color-coded highlights indicate different patterns that correspond to heartbeats. (c): Motion artifacts caused by user movements. (c1): eating food; (c2): moving back and forth in chair; (c3): shaking leg. Artifacts are different from each other, and cannot be predicted.

It eliminates all buckets with static reflections (e.g., furniture, walls) and identifies the nearest bucket that corresponds to a moving user.\(^2\)

Once the system identifies the bucket that corresponds to a user, it extracts the phase of the wireless signal in that bucket. The phase captures any small changes in distance between the user’s body and the sensor’s antennas. Since both breathing and heartbeats are associated with variations in distance (due to chest movement or micro-vibrations on the surface of the body), the obtained time-domain signal encodes movements corresponding to these vital signs. Mathematically, the phase is given by the following equation \([117]\):

\[
\phi(t) = \frac{2\pi d(t)}{\lambda},
\]

where \(\phi(t)\) is the phase of the received signal, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the signal, and \(d(t)\) denotes the the distance over time between the device and the human body. Since heartbeats appear in \(d(t)\) by producing small mechanical vibrations on the user’s chest area, WiStress can sense these vibrations through Eq. 1 by extracting the phase \(\phi(t)\) from the received signal and applying a double differentiator filter similar to prior approaches \([52, 128]\).

3.2 Self-Similarity-Based Perception Network

Now that WiStress has isolated the reflections from a nearby user’s body, it proceeds to extracting individual heartbeats from these reflections. To do so, it passes the time-domain signals into a self-similarity-based perception network, WiStress-Net, which sits at the core of WiStress’s design. In this section, we first explain the motivation and rationale for the self-similarity network. Then, we describe how WiStress designs this network to extract individual heartbeats using a hybrid architecture of signal processing and deep learning.

3.2.1 The Challenge in Passively Extracting the HRV.

Passively extracting the heartbeats from a user’s wireless reflection is very challenging. Unlike contact-based physiological biometrics like ECG, which produce a known waveform as depicted in Fig. 3(a), heartbeat patterns in wireless signals are different each time, and are not known a priori. Even within the same experiment and for the same person, this pattern can change. Fig. 3 (b) shows

\(^2\)The system is sensitive enough to pick up reflections that are varying due to other moving objects, e.g., fan or small pet. In such scenarios, it can eliminate these buckets using the technique described in §3.2.
the heartbeat patterns of a user during one experiment, captured thirty seconds apart by our wireless device. The different colors in the figure highlight that each of (b1), (b2) and (b3) have their own heartbeat morphology (shape), even though they come from the same user. The reason is that even a small shift in the user’s pose during the experiment alters their wireless reflections and changes the captured micro-vibrations arising from their heartbeats.

The second challenge in extracting heartbeats arises from a user’s unpredictable body movements. Fig. 3 (c) shows three examples of the captured wireless reflections in everyday scenarios. In the figure, (c1), (c2) and (c3) correspond to the user eating food, moving back and forth in their chair, and shaking their legs respectively. Let us consider (c1), where the user is eating food. Different acts while eating such as placing the food in mouth, chewing, and swallowing each give rise to different movements in parts of the body. These movements contaminate the captured reflections, easily masking the user’s heartbeats. Moreover, these motion artifacts are difficult to filter out since (unlike breathing) they do not occur at a predefined set of frequencies. As highlighted in the other examples (c2) and (c3), moving in chair and shaking a leg, each produce their own artifacts, with different amplitudes.

All of these examples motivate the need for a technique that can (a) reject unpredictable motion artifacts that corrupt the user’s wireless reflections, while (b) being able to quickly adapt to the continuously changing morphology of heartbeats in the user’s wireless reflections.

3.2.2 Exploiting Self-Similarity. Our idea to overcome the above challenges is to exploit temporally local self-similarities in the captured phase signal. Let us understand this idea in the context of Fig. 3. Notice that in Fig. 3(b1)-(b3), although the heartbeat morphology may change over time, each morphology locally repeats multiple times. Thus, we can exploit this local self-similarity in order to identify the heartbeats. In particular, recall that our goal is to extract the length of individual heartbeats (HRV). Thus, if we can search for and identify local self-similarities, we can use them to extract the heartbeats.

To translate this idea into a practical system, we construct a self-similarity matrix (SSM), as shown in Fig. 4(a). The matrix takes as input two copies of the reflected wireless signal (shown as black time-domain signals to the top and rotated to the left-side of the figure) and computes a similarity metric between them. The figure is in the form of a heatmap, where yellow indicates high similarity and blue indicates low similarity. Let us take the two segments highlighted by the horizontal and vertical red dashed lines. These segments contain very similar patterns. As a result, their corresponding locations in the SSM (the square region at the intersection the four dashed lines) have a high value (yellow-ish color). Since the entire input signal has heartbeat signals similar to each other, we see the same highlighted square pattern repeat itself across the SSM. This is why we say the SSM encodes temporally local self-similarities in the signal. We can therefore use the SSM to extract repeated patterns from short periods of time.

Fig 4(b) shows the SSM obtained from another time segment of the user’s reflections. Similar to Fig. 4(a), the input signal in Fig. 4(b) contains repeated heartbeat patterns, except that the repeated patterns in (b) are different from those in (a). Despite their different patterns, the corresponding SSMs for Fig. 4(a) and (b) are very similar and capture the periodicity of the repeated signals. This indicates that SSM does not depend on the particular morphology in the signal, but rather it depends on similarities between the those morphologies. Therefore, by looking at morphologies the SSM of the signal, we can circumvent the problem of identifying the shapes of the patterns in the signal and instead shift our focus on whether those morphologies are repeated.

Next, let us see how WiStress can use the SSM to deal with motion artifacts. To demonstrate this, we take one of our previous examples, specifically, the experiment with the user shaking their leg in Fig. 3 (c3), where the user starts to shake their leg during the measurement. Fig. 5 (a) shows this signal along with its corresponding SSM. We make two observations:

- First, in the portions of the signal where there are heartbeats, the corresponding regions in the SSM still show patterns similar to those in Fig. 4.
• Second, when the user starts shaking their leg, these patterns disappear in the SSM, and we no longer see clear pattern, even though it seems shaking leg is a repetitive motion. This is because we use a feature extraction network before computing our SSM (explained in §3.2.3) that only extracts features related to heart signals, and rejects other motions such as shaking legs, even if they include repeating patterns.

This example demonstrates the SSM is able to mask out the motion artifacts and noisy parts of the signal while still encoding the similarities between existing heartbeat patterns.

Finally, let us consider another example of distorted wireless reflections, whose SSM is shown in Fig. 5 (b). In this example, the user is constantly moving their limbs in different directions. Since the user is moving during the entire measurement of this signal, their heartbeats are completely masked by motion artifacts. Looking at the SSM, we do not observe any patterns like those that appeared in the previous figures (aside from the yellow diagonal which corresponds to the self-correlation). This shows that the SSM may be used to reject regions that do not include any heartbeats, including times when the user is moving so much that the heartbeats are masked, or is not close enough to the device to be detected by the system.

3.2.3 WiStress-Net. The above discussion demonstrates that by employing an SSM, WiStress can capture local self-similarities in wireless reflections. Next, we describe how WiStress uses this SSM in order to extract individual heartbeats.

Fig. 6 shows the overall pipeline of WiStress-Net, the perception network employed by our system to isolate individual heartbeats. The network consists of two sub-networks: (1) an SSM computation network, which takes the wireless signal as input and outputs the SSM, and (2) a heartbeat extraction network, which takes the computed SSM as input and extracts the precise temporal location of each heartbeat inside the original input signal.

Before we describe these two sub-networks, let us formalize the definition of a self-similarity matrix.

Definition of the Self-Similarity Matrix (SSM). Given a set of segments \( \{ p_1, \cdots, p_N \} \in \mathbb{R}^N \) and a similarity function \( f : \mathbb{R}^N \times \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), the SSM is defined as a \( N \times N \) matrix \( A \), where \( A_{i,j} = f(p_i, p_j) \).
WiStress-Net’s pipeline. Three color-coded segments (blue, green and yellow respectively) are highlighted throughout pipeline. Middle: The main pipeline. The SSM computation network is used to compute the self similarity matrix, which is in turn fed into the heartbeat extraction network that extracts individual heartbeats. Left: The SSM computation network. Right: the heartbeat extraction network.

SSM Computation Network. The first component of WiStress-Net is a network that computes the SSM. The first step in computing the SSM is to choose the self-similarity function $f$. Unfortunately, choosing simple functions like euclidean distance applied directly on the input signal will not capture the similarities between heartbeat patterns well [37, 123]. Instead, WiStress learns this function through the feature extraction network depicted to the left side in Fig. 6.

The first step of the network divides the input signal into smaller segments, $p_1, \cdots, p_N$. Next, each signal segment is independently passed through the feature extraction network. Figure 6 (left) shows the high-level process of passing all the segments through the network. As shown in the figure, once all feature vectors $v_1, \cdots, v_N$ are computed, the $i,j$th element of the SSM matrix $A_{i,j}$ is computed as the euclidean distance between $v_i$ and $v_j$. Hence, the feature extraction network, together with the euclidean distance define the similarity function $f$.

In designing this network, we experimented with different lengths and partitions of the input signal. We found that two design criteria helped in improving the robustness and generalizability of the network:

- First, the input signal is segmented in a way to have overlapping regions between adjacent segments. This is because overlapping regions help share information between segments. All the possible starting points for a typical signal are depicted in the figure as vertical lines. Specifically, two adjacent starting points are 100 ms apart.
- The length of the segments are chosen such that their duration is less than the minimum heartbeat period but large enough to capture salient features (e.g., peaks or valleys) in the heartbeat morphology. Satisfying these two constraints helps the subsequent heartbeat extraction network in classifying each segment as having zero or one heartbeat. Empirically, we found that 400 ms was a good segment duration. This means that the overlap between adjacent segments is 300 ms.

Heartbeat Extraction Network. The second component of WiStress-Net is the heartbeat extraction network. This network takes the SSM as input and outputs individual heartbeat intervals in the signal. To this end, WiStress uses a 2D convolutional neural network depicted in Fig. 6 (right) that acts directly on the self similarity matrix.
The goal of this network is to classify each of the $N$ segments involved in the SSM into one of the two simple groups: ones that contain a heartbeat, and ones that do not contain a heartbeat. The details of the neural network, along with examples of intermediate representations in between layers are shown in the figure. The final output of the network is the set of indices of the patterns that are predicted to be a heartbeat. As can be seen from the figure, there are 7 such identified heartbeat patterns for the given signal, three such segments are highlighted using the colors blue, green, and yellow.

Next, for this group of identified heartbeat patterns, WiStress zooms in on each of the coarse time segments to extract fine-grained beat-to-beat intervals. To this end, WiStress creates a new, smaller matrix (for example a 7 by 7 matrix in Fig. 6). Row $i$ of the matrix denotes high resolution time-shifts between $i$ and all the other patterns that maximizes their mutual similarity. Therefore, each segment $i$ casts a vote on how much segment $j$ should shift in time to maximize their similarity. Then, for each segment $i$, these votes are resolved by taking the median of all the candidate shifts. Finally, by compensating for these mutual time-shifts, WiStress finds the inter-beat-intervals (IBIs) between consecutive heartbeat patterns.

Interestingly, we found that for the high-resolution heartbeat intervals, the cross-correlation between the raw signal segments ($p_i$) work better than the extracted features ($v_i$). We believe that the reason behind this is twofold; first, the feature extraction network includes a global max-pooling over the temporal information which is detrimental to finding the fine-grained temporal location of the heartbeat. Second, the similar heartbeat patterns have already been isolated by the preceding network; in other words, if the network is trained properly, the identified patterns should be very similar, like each row in Fig. 3 (middle).

Few additional points are worth noting:

- One might wonder whether a single end-to-end convolutional network may achieve the same performance as WiStress-Net in extracting individual heartbeats. The reason why such a network would be less effective is that it cannot capture the temporal self-similarities which are reflected in the SSM. Indeed, as we demonstrate in §5.1, prior systems that applied such an approach to extract HRV [52] achieve much lower accuracy than WiStress in the presence of noise and unpredictable movements.
- Before feeding the signal into the SSM computation network, WiStress applies a band-pass filter to reject the impact of breathing, similar to past proposals for vital sign sensing [52, 128].
- Aside from extracting heartbeats, WiStress also extracts breathing signals. After discarding segments with extraneous movements using WiStress-Net, it identifies the segments in the original input signal (from Eq. 1) that are free from motion artifacts. Subsequently, it applies a low-pass filter on these segments in order to extract the user’s breathing signal as shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 Stress Classification Module

WiStress’s third and final component is a stress classification module, which takes the extracted IBI measurements as input, combines them with other features obtained from wireless reflections, and outputs the user’s stress level. A standard challenge with IBI-based stress monitoring using contact-based methods (e.g., ECG, PPG) is that motion artifacts contaminate the signal, and the contaminated segments must be discarded prior to feeding them to the stress classifier [27, 51, 86, 87]. However, adopting the same approach in WiStress is undesirable for multiple reasons as we explain below.

In the context of wireless sensing, simply discarding all segments with motion artifacts will negatively impact WiStress’s overall performance. This is because wireless signals are much more sensitive to the human’s motion than contact-based modalities. Specifically, the captured wireless reflection is affected by various kinds of body movements within the antennas’ field-of-view (FoV), whereas wearables are affected only by the local body

---

3IBIs are HRV values at the granularity of one heartbeat.
motions (e.g., moving the right hand while wearing a smartwatch on the left hand will not introduce noise). Moreover, since the signal reflections representing the mechanical movement of the heart are so weak, they are easily buried in other motion signals. Therefore, in a scenario where a person is moving, in order to recover accurate IBIs, we need to discard those contaminated regions more often. Unfortunately, the discontinuity and missing values will distort the features and mislead the estimation (as we will demonstrate in §3.3.2), which would in turn reduce the stress classification accuracy.

To overcome this challenge, WiStress introduces three new techniques into its stress classification module. First, while motion artifacts are typically considered harmful in standard contact-based modalities, we observe that motion itself contains meaningful information that can help in stress monitoring. For example, people under high stress typically exhibit specific body language such as frequently changing their body posture or shaking their foot/hand more often [11, 12, 47]. Given its field of view, WiStress can sense these movements and incorporate them into its stress classification module. Second, while harnessing motion patterns can improve the accuracy of classification, WiStress still needs to discard the corresponding time segments from its IBI-extraction network to avoid errors in IBI estimation, but such discarding results in a sparse time series of IBI measurements. The second technique in WiStress’s stress classification module enables it to account for a sparse time series of IBI measurements. Third, aside from IBI and motion patterns, WiStress also extracts respiration signals from the wireless reflections, and uses them to enhance its stress classification accuracy. As we will demonstrate empirically in §5.1, all three techniques meaningfully contribute to WiStress’s overall classification accuracy.

Before describing the above techniques in detail, we describe an experimental trial demonstrating the three types of features described above. Recall from §3.1 that WiStress captures the phase of the wireless reflection of the human body. Fig. 7 (a) plots variations in phase over time during an a short experiment that lasts for 100 seconds. Notice that in the beginning and the end of the experiment, the phase has significant variations due to motion artifacts. This is because for the first and last 15 seconds, the subject waved his hands. The figure shows how WiStress can extract three different time-series from the phase signal, representing body movements, breathing, and heartbeats. The figure also shows how WiStress can identify segments when the user is quasi-static (15-85 s) to extract physiological features as well as extract motion-related features from the IBI-discarded regions (0-15 s, 85-100 s).

The rest of this section details the techniques in WiStress’s the stress classification module. The overall flow of the stress classification module is shown in Fig. 8. Below, we describe the different signal processing techniques applied to each of the three processing chains.

### 3.3.1 Body Movement Features

First, we describe how WiStress extracts motion-related features from the RF reflections. To demonstrate that WiStress can sense stress-related motion features, we perform an experiment where the user is asked to perform certain movements. In the experiment, the subject sat about 3 ft away from WiStress’s antenna. To compare our system to a contact-based sensing approach, we also asked the subject to place an accelerometer on their chest, with the goal of detecting the body movements.

Fig.7(b) plots the output of the accelerometer and that of the RF sensed displacement. The red line represents the computed displacement power from an accelerometer (which is a well-known behavioral feature [42, 47, 125]), and the blue line represents the magnitude of displacement computed from the RF reflection (described below). During the experiment, the subject stretched his neck (20-70s) and shook his leg (110-160s). Notice that while the accelerometer can detect only the neck motion, the RF modality can sense both motions. This is because the accelerometer placed far from the leg and cannot sense the tiny motion.

\[\text{Note that motion alone is typically not a sufficient feature to achieve high accuracy in stress classification. In particular, the subject may be moving due to a non-stress related reason. Hence, WiStress uses motion as a contributing (rather than sole) feature in its stress classification task.}\]
Extracting Physiological and Motion-based Features for Stress Classification. (a) The figure shows the variations in phase due to breathing, heartbeats, and body movements. For the first and last 15 seconds, the subject waved his hands. The feature extraction module can acquire features from three different domains. (b) The figure shows the computed power of displacement from accelerometer (red) and RF signals (blue). During the experiment, the subject stretched his neck (20-70s) and shook his leg (110-160s). The RF modality can sense the motion in both cases, but the accelerometer cannot detect the leg’s movement.

Below, we detail the different features extracted from the captured RF phase:

1. **Movement intensity**: The Movement Intensity (MI) feature is the power of displacement of a unit window (3 min). For a given unit window, we computed the feature that is the sum of the displacement power.
between two sample points.

\[ MI(W_i) = \sum_{n \in W_i} (\phi[n+1] - \phi[n])^2 \] (2)

where \( MI(W_i) \) denotes the movement intensity feature of \( i^{th} \) unit window \( W_i \), and \( \phi[n] \) denotes the \( n^{th} \) sample point of the extracted phase signal.

(2) **Number of high activity occurrences**: The number of high activity occurrences represents how often large motion is detected in a unit window.

\[ \text{NoH}(W_i) = \text{card}(\{j | MI(W_j) > P_{th}\}) \] (3)

where \( \text{NoH}(W_i) \) denotes the number of high activity occurrence of \( i^{th} \) unit window \( W_i \), \text{card} denotes the number of element in a set, \( P_{th} \) denotes the threshold power for high activity detection\(^5\), and \( W_j \) denotes the \( j^{th} \) sliding window in a unit window \( W_i \).

(3) **Mean intensity of high activity**: It represents how large the detected high activities is in a unit window.

\[ \text{MiH}(W_i) = \sum_{MI(W_j) \in S_{W_i}} \frac{MI(W_j)}{\text{card}(S_{W_i})}, \text{ where } S_{W_i} = \{MI(W_j) | MI(W_j) > P_{th}\} \] (4)

where \( \text{MiH}(W_i) \) denotes the mean intensity of high activity in \( i^{th} \) unit window \( W_i \), and \( S_{W_i} \) denotes a set of power of \( j^{th} \) sliding window \( W_j \) in \( W_i \).

Finally, it is worth noting that WiStress’s approach is agnostic to the specific type of body movement (e.g., shaking leg or stretching neck). In particular, rather than trying to discover the body movement, it automatically leverages the above movement-agnostic features in its classifier (described in §3.3.4).

3.3.2 **IBI Features**. Next, we describe how WiStress selects and extracts features from the IBI measurements obtained in §3.2 and how it makes its classifier robust to sparsity in the IBI time series due to discarding segments with motion contamination. Since the WiStress-Net module is able to extract IBIs, it can compute IBI features commonly-used in stress monitoring [7, 70, 96]. These features are typically classified into temporal, frequency, and non-linear domains:

1. **Temporal Domain**: Mean of IBIs, Standard deviation of IBIs (SDRR), Root Mean Square (RMSSD) and standard deviation (SDSD) of IBIs’ successive differences, The percentage of the number of successive IBIs varying more than 50ms from the previous interval (pNN50)
2. **Frequency Domain**: High Frequency Power (HF)
3. **Non-linear Domain**: Poincaré anaysis (SD2/SD1)

A key question in selecting features is whether WiStress should leverage all the above features in training its classifier, similar to contact-based stress monitoring methods. Recall that one main difference here is that WiStress needs to discard a significant number of segments due to motion contamination, which leads to sparsity in IBI time series. However such sparsity may impact the accuracy of some of the above IBI features (which would in turn reduce the overall accuracy of stress classification).

To investigate the effect of sparsity on each of the features, we perform experiments to emulate the discarding of different portion of the IBI time series, and assess the impact of such sparsity on the accuracy of the each of the computed features. We used 50-minute IBI series from five static subjects. The IBI features were extracted from 3-minute segments with a 20-second sliding window. Since motion is continuous, we expect its impact to be on a consecutive chunk of the time series. To simulate such impact, we chose random chunks of different sizes and removed their IBI estimates from the time series. We repeated this simulation ten times for three different

\(^5\)In our experiment, \( P_{th} = 13 \).
scenarios (discarded percentage: 30%, 50%, 70%) and compared the feature values to those computed using a dense time series (i.e., where 0% of the IBI’s were discarded). Mathematically, we computed the error as follows:

\[
\text{Error} = \frac{|\text{Computed Feature}(n\%) - \text{Ground Truth}|}{\text{Ground Truth}} \times 100
\]

where \(\text{Ground Truth}(n\%)\) denotes the feature values when \(n\%\) of the segment is discarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBI Features</th>
<th>Discarded Portion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDRR</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSD</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD2/SD1</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Error in IBI-based Feature vs Discarded Portion of the Time Series. The table compares the error of IBI features as a function of the discarded portion.

Table 1 lists the error in computing each of the features as a function of the discarded portion. Interestingly, the temporal and non-linear features are less affected by the discarded regions. In contrast, the frequency features are sensitive to the changes. This is expected because missing data will change the phase of the overall frequency bin and make the frequency resolution worse.

Based on these results, we decided not to use the \(LF\) and \(LF/HF\) features in WiStress’s overall classification module. Moreover, to make the classifier robust to missing/discarded IBI’s, we added sparsity simulation module to the training regime that augments the IBI features similar to what we did in the simulation for Table 1.\footnote{This is the white gaussian noise replacement augmentation technique described in §4.5.}

Specifically, it reproduces features given the missing IBI assumption and repeats the augmentation ten times for each window. We didn’t remove any IBI’s if the original series has more than 70% of missing region in a unit window. By doing this, our classification model can learn the patterns and variations of features for real-world measurements.

3.3.3 Respiration Features. Aside from motion and IBI, WiStress also extracts respiration features from the RF reflection. Extracting respiration is motivated by prior work that has demonstrated that changes in the speed and depth of respiration are correlated with stress levels \([59, 107, 122, 124]\).

To extract respiration signals, WiStress adopts similar techniques to prior wireless sensing methods for breath monitoring \([10, 52]\). In particular, as a user breathes, their chest expands and contracts, changing the distance to WiStress’s antennas and impacting the captured wireless signals as shown in the middle plot of Fig. 7. Since respiration signals have lower frequency and higher amplitude than those of heart signals, they can be extracted from the captured phase by applying a standard band-pass filter.\footnote{The passband spans \([0.05 \ 0.5 \ Hz]\).} Hence, WiStress applies a bandpass filter after identifying the regions without motion artifacts then it uses a standard peak-finding algorithm to identify the
local maxima and minima [83], which correspond to the inhale and exhale process. Subsequently, it computes the depth (peak-valley) as well as the Mean, SDRR, RMSSD and SDSD of respiration.

### 3.3.4 Stress Classifier

Once WiStress obtains features from motion, IBI, and breathing, it can proceed to the final stage of stress classification. To build our classifier, we adopted a similar approach to prior stress monitoring systems which relied on random forests. The random forest is an ensemble algorithm which learns features by constructing multiple decision trees [62] and has been demonstrated to achieve high accuracy in stress monitoring [27, 50]. In contrast to prior methods which only relied on IBI features, we feed our classifier all three types of features described above. The algorithm selects random subsets from the extracted features to create a large number of decision trees. Each decision tree makes classification output based on the subsets from the respiratory, body movement, and IBI features and the final output is determined by taking the majority vote algorithm from all the decision trees. The performance of the resulting classifier is evaluated in §5.1.

### 4 IMPLEMENTATION

#### 4.1 Hardware

WiStress combines a millimeter-wave sensor with a real-time data-capture adapter for radar sensing. The millimeter-wave sensor is an IWR1443BOOST board [5]. It transmits an FMCW radar signal whose center frequency is 77 GHz and bandwidth is 4 GHz. The board also has two linear arrays for beamforming: horizontal (with 3-dB beam-width of ±28°) and vertical/elevation (with 3-dB beam-width of ±14°), implemented as a 3-switched-transmitter and 4-receiver system. The captured data is sent to a host PC using a mmWave Studio software developed by TI [6].

#### 4.2 Software

The pre-processing of millimeter-wave data, including beam-forming and filtering was done in MATLAB 2020b. Other components including training and testing the networks, and data augmentation were done in Python 3.8. The parameters of IWR1443BOOST described in §4.1 were configured using mmWave Studio [6]. In order to design a dedicated stress elicitation software, we used PsyToolkit software [111, 112] which is frequently used for academic studies of cognitive science.

#### 4.3 Baselines

To compare WiStress with previous designs, we implemented three state-of-the-art baselines as explained below. In all of the baselines, we removed a part of WiStress’s pipeline and replaced it with algorithms used in previous work.

**RF-SCG** [52]. This work leverages a template learning method to extract IBIs from wireless signals. For this baseline, we implemented the IBI extraction algorithm (as described in [52]) and used it in WiStress’s pipeline instead of WiStress-Net. The rest of WiStress’s pipeline remained unchanged.

**EQ-Radio** [128]. This work also introduces an algorithm to extract IBIs from wireless signals. For this baseline, we implemented the IBI extraction algorithm (as described in [128]) and used it in WiStress’s pipeline instead of WiStress-Net.

**PPG**. In this baseline, instead of the millimeter-wave modality, the IBIs were measured by placing the PPG sensor [4] on a user’s fingertip (or toe, as described in the respective evaluation section). The IBIs from the PPG signal were computed using a simple peak detection algorithm, then manually reviewed by three people. Once the IBIs were extracted, we fed them as we would through WiStress’s classification pipeline. Since breathing
cannot be typically extracted from PPG measurements, we augmented the IBIs extracted from PPG with the breathing signals obtained from WiStress in our evaluation of this baseline (whenever needed).

The PPG setup we implemented employs a fingertip Photoplethysmmogram/PPG (AFE4400SPO2EVM [4]) which supports low-noise (13μA rms, noise current) and high-resolution (22-bit ADC) sensor front-ends. The millimeter-wave clock was shared with the PPG board for the sampling synchronization. To do so, XIN pin of the PPG board and MCUCLKOUT pin of the millimeter-wave board were connected. The sampling rate was set to 500 samples per second for both boards, similar to WiStress’s sampling rate.

**ECG.** For the WiStress-Net’s generalizability test in §5.4.2, we employed a Biopotential Demonstration Kit (ADS1299 [3]) which has low-noise (1μVpp) and high-resolution (24-bit ADC) sensor front-ends. We used wet-electrodes for the measurements.

### 4.4 Training The Networks

**Dataset.** The two networks used for heartbeat feature extraction and heartbeat extraction were trained end-to-end using our captured millimeter-wave data and a publicly available SCG dataset [45]. For the millimeter-wave data, 4 people manually and independently annotated the heartbeats, which we aggregated and used as ground-truth. In total, our training data contained 50 hours of 1D heart recordings. The set of subjects whose heartbeats were used for heartbeat detection training were disjoint from the set of subjects on which we evaluated on system.

**Network Parameters.** The neural networks were written in PyTorch. The cross-entropy loss and an ADAM optimizer with \((\beta_1, \beta_2) = (0.9, 0.999)\) was used to optimize the networks. We started the training with a learning rate of \(1 \times 10^{-4}\) and reduced the learning rate with a factor of \(0.3\) whenever the validation loss plateaued for more than 5 consecutive epochs. During training, we used a batch size of 8 and set the values \(M_1 = 6\) and \(M_2 = 2\) for the heartbeat extraction network in Fig. 6 (right). We fixed length of the network’s input signal to be 6.7 seconds (3550 samples), and set the duration of each smaller segment \((p_i\) in section 3.2) to be 400 milliseconds. The size of the self similarity Matrix was set to be \(64 \times 64\).

**Random Forest.** We used a random forest [76] library from sklearn [2] with \(n\_estimators = 500, criterion = "gini", max\_depth = 3\).

**Feature Extraction Network (from §3.2.3).** The network is comprised of five layers each with 1, 8, 16, 32 and 64 channels. Each layer has a 1D convolution with ReLU activation and BatchNorm. At the end, a global max-pooling is applied to all channels to get 64 scalars as a feature vector \(v\). Note that the max-pooling is performed over the temporal dimension that removes the dependence of the features on time. This is particularly important since we care about similar patterns within each segment, not whether they happen at the end or the beginning of the segment.

### 4.5 Data Augmentation

To help train our networks and prevent overfitting, our training regime incorporates a variety of standard data augmentation techniques from the machine learning community. Data augmentation improves the robustness of learning models to noise and to unseen variations in the measurement dataset. We implemented online data augmentation [30] with 100 epochs. In each epoch, every data point (in the context of WiStress-Net, each data point is a 6.7-second time series signal, as described above) is modified prior to feeding it to the network. Below, we enumerate the augmentation techniques we chose and explain the rationale for each of them.

---

8This is similar to how the \(\max()\) function returns the same value if we shift the signal in time.

9The number of epochs is a hyper-parameter that is fine-tuned based on the validation dataset.

10Note that whenever the input signal is modified via a certain augmentation technique, the corresponding ground-truth IBI of that signal is updated accordingly.
• *Time-shifting:* This augmentation technique helps the network to be *shift invariant,* i.e., robust to temporal shifts in the input signal. To implement this technique, the input signal is shifted by a randomly chosen number of samples between 0 and 500 samples (corresponding to 1 second, i.e., a standard heartbeat).

• *Linear Time Expansion/Contraction:* This augmentation technique helps the network deal with typical variations in inter-beat intervals. To implement it, the input signal is expanded or contracted time by re-sampling it through a standard anti-aliasing low-pass filter. The expansion range was randomly chosen between 0.8 and 1.25.

• *Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN):* This augmentation technique aims to make the network robust to standard wireless noise. To implement it, AWGN is added to the signal, with a mean of 0 and a variance randomly chosen between 0.1 and 0.4 of the signal variance.

• *White Gaussian Noise Replacement:* This augmentation technique makes the network robust to erasures in the sensed wireless signal. In the context of WiStress, such erasures may arise from sudden and large body motions like standing up. To implement this technique, we select and replace a random interval inside the signal with white noise. Moreover, to represent large movements, the variance of the noise for this augmentation method was chosen to be 5 to 10 times larger than the signal noise.  

• *Applying random Polynomials:* The final augmentation method aims to represent unseen variations in the heartbeat morphology. To implement this augmentation, we applied a non-linear, random polynomial to all signal samples. Fig. 9 (a) shows a typical wireless signal containing heartbeats, while (b), (c) and (d) are copies of (a) with random polynomials applied. Each color in the figure shows the same pattern in different versions of the signal. As can be seen, the original five patterns in (a) have preserved their shape in the other three copies. This shows that while polynomials are a general family of functions, they preserve similar patterns in the signal. Since these patterns are preserved, we can train the network by augmenting signals such as the one in Fig. 9 (a) to those in (b), (c), and (d) without modifying the ground-truth.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluated WiStress’s performance for both long-term and short-term stress monitoring. We also evaluated its accuracy and robustness to noise when extracting HRV, and compared it against the baselines described in §4. This section details our performance results.

---

11We note that here, unlike the additive version, the ground-truth values in the interval are removed.

12In fact, polynomials can be arbitrarily close to any continuous function operating on a closed interval [35].
Participants. We recruited 22 different subjects (6 females), aged 21 to 35, and performed the evaluation in accordance with our IRB protocol. Participants wore their daily attire such as T-shirts, blouses, and button-downs with different fabric materials. We performed our experiments in open offices, study rooms, and living rooms with standard furniture and in co-existence with other wireless technologies (WiFi, LTE, Bluetooth, etc.). We didn’t limit the number of people in the room but the subject was always the one closest to the device.

5.1 Experiment 1: Long-Term Stress Monitoring

Experiment. Our first experiment aimed at evaluating WiStress’s ability to monitor workload-induced stress over an extended duration. This experiment was performed with 15 out of our 22 participants. During the data collection process, subjects were asked to go about their daily routine (e.g., reading, writing, typing, listening to music, eating) without any constraints. The millimeter-wave sensors were placed around the subjects (e.g., display, desk) within 8 ft of the subject’s working area as shown in Fig. 10. We collected 6-hour-long recordings for each subject, during which the subjects were free to leave and return to the area near the WiStress sensor. Each of the subject was performing a variety of tasks due to external work-related events (e.g., paper deadline, exam night study session, meeting preparation).

Ground Truth: To obtain ground-truth measurements of the subjects’ workload stress levels, we asked each subject to complete the NASA-TLX (Task Load Index) survey once every 30 minutes during the experimental period. The NASA-TLX [57] survey is an assessment tool widely used to quantify a subject’s workload stress level [57, 100, 131]. It consists of six rating categories: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Overall Performance, Effort, Frustration Level. Each category is rated on a 100-point scale with 5-point steps and the total rating is summed up (600 points) and used as a stress level indicator [28, 56, 61]. Similar to past literature, we used this survey to classify between two and three stress levels. For the two-class training, we

Fig. 10. WiStress setup for long-term stress monitoring. The figure shows the long-term stress monitoring environments. WiStress collected data from 15 subjects for the experiments. WiStress (in red circle) was located on the desk or table for the measurements as shown in the figure.
Fig. 11. **Classification Processing Flow.** The figure shows the ground-truth stress level (red) and WiSTRESS’s estimated stress level (green) for three different subjects across 6 hour experiments.

classified between lower (1-300 points) and higher (301-600 points) stress levels. For three-class training, we classified into three levels: low (1-200 points), mid (201-400 points), high (401-600 points).

**Results.** We evaluated WiSTRESS’s ability to estimate stress levels in long-term measurements in two different regimes: the first involves training and testing for the same subject, while the second regime involves testing on one subject while training on all other subjects. In the first regime, the dataset from each subject was divided into training and testing sets. For the second regime, the model was trained on 14 other subjects and evaluated on the subject it hasn’t been trained on (leave-one-out cross-validation). It is important to note that the measurements were conducted without any constraints on the subjects’ activities. Across the experimental trials, WiSTRESS remotely captured the reflections from the subject and automatically extracted heart rate variability and respiration features.

We computed two evaluation metrics, namely, two-, and three-class classification accuracy, similar to prior work on long-term stress monitoring [32, 50, 51, 120]. Fig. 11 (a) plots the estimated stress levels and ground-truth from three subjects. As expected, WiSTRESS’s estimation fluctuates during the measurements. We note that, since the ground truth is sampled only once every 30 minutes, it is not capable of fully tracking the variation of stress...
Fig. 12. **Classification Accuracy in Long-term Stress Monitoring.** The figure plots WiStress’s classification accuracy in long-term stress experiments for 15 human subjects. Each cluster represents a single subject and the corresponding metrics.

level within the 30-minute duration. To remedy that, we applied a moving average filter over WiStress’s raw prediction to achieve its representative levels every 3 minutes of WiStress’s estimation in Fig. 11 (b). The final estimation was determined by rounding to the closest of the three levels the output as in Fig. 11 (c).

Fig. 12 plots the metrics across all 22 subjects. Each cluster represents a single subject and the corresponding metrics. We make the following remarks:

1. When trained and tested on the same subject, WiStress achieves high average accuracy (>88%) for the 3-class case across all subjects. Three subjects achieve 90+\% accuracy.
2. When tested on a new subject, the accuracy for the 3-class case drops but it remains around or above 80%. It is also worth noting that WiStress has similar or higher accuracy than the prior work using contact-based sensors (<80%) [32, 50, 51, 120] for real-life stress measurements. This shows that WiStress’s performance is comparable to contact-based systems.
3. When trained and tested for 2-class classification, WiStress achieves 91.7\% average accuracy. Additionally, WiStress’s accuracy remains above 90\% for eleven out of fifteen subjects. This result demonstrates WiStress’s ability to estimate stress levels without any constraints on the subjects.

Fig. 13. **Impact of Different Features on Accuracy.** The figure plots WiStress’s classification accuracy when using different features. While HRV is the main contributor in the classifier’s performance, both movement and breathing features contribute meaningfully to WiStress’s overall classification accuracy.
Breakdown of WiStress’s Overall Accuracy. To better understand the importance of each stress feature described in §3.3 (HRV, breathing, movement), we study their impact on WiStress’s overall stress classification accuracy. To do this, we trained and tested four variants of WiStress’s classifier with a subset of these features: 1) using only HRV features; 2) using HRV and moving features; 3) using HRV and breathing features; 4) using all features. We used the same data collected from the 15 subjects and trained our classifiers on the 2-class and 3-class cross-validation scenarios.

Fig. 13 shows the accuracy for each of these implementations. We make the following remarks:

- The results show that a classifier using only HRV achieves an accuracy of 79.6% and 69.5% in the 2-class and 3-class scenarios respectively.
- When combined with HRV, each of the movement and breathing features meaningfully contributes to improving the classification performance. For example, in the 3-class experiment, using movement and breathing features increases the classification accuracy by 5.2% and 11.1% respectively compared to HRV alone.
- Finally, the combination of HRV, movement, and breathing yields the highest classification accuracy for both the 2-class and 3-class scenarios. This demonstrates that WiStress’s stress classification module benefits from all three types of features.

5.2 Experiment 2: Short-term Stress Monitoring

Experiment. Our short-term stress monitoring experiment was performed with all 22 participants we recruited. Unlike the long-term experiment which was performed in uncontrolled environments, here, we evaluated WiStress’s performance with pre-designed stress-inducing tasks, which provide more objective ground-truth in a controlled environment similar to [11, 12, 103, 118]. During the data collection process, subjects were asked to sit in a chair within 4 ft from the sensor and remained quasi-static during the experimental trials. The millimeter-wave sensor was placed in front of the subjects and aimed at the sternum. To collect measurements across three different stress levels, we have induced three levels of stress and measured the individual responses with WiStress. Three sessions with low, medium, and high stress were defined; each session consisted of a baseline, stress, and recovery stages. Each session took 15 minutes. The baseline and recovery stages were the same for the three sessions: the subjects meditated while listening to relaxing music. For the three different stress sessions, we used meditation, 1-Back, and 2-Back\textsuperscript{13} Tasks [104] to induce low, medium, and high stress. To

\textsuperscript{13}Whenever the subject’s answer was incorrect, annoying sounds (high-pitched scream, siren) were played.
compare WiStress’s performance to contact-based systems, a PPG device was used in parallel as described in §4.3. Training and testing were done on completely different subjects, and testing was performed using leave-one-out validation. We compared WiStress’s stress classification accuracy against the PPG baseline.

**Results.** Fig. 14 plots the 3-class stress classification accuracy across all 22 subjects for the short-term stress measurements. In quasi-static environments, the accuracy of WiStress and PPG remains around or above 90% on average. Note that WiStress’s 3-class classification accuracy is higher here than in the long-term stress monitoring experiment. This is expected because the short-term experiment was performed in a more controlled manner. This improved accuracy is also in line with prior literature that compared the accuracy of stress monitoring in controlled and uncontrolled environments [87].

Another interesting observation is that WiStress has similar or even higher accuracy than PPG across different subjects. Specifically, WiStress can achieve average accuracy of 92.6%, which is 2.5% higher than PPG’s 90.1%. This is likely because WiStress also uses respiration signals which cannot be extracted by the PPG-based baseline. To better understand WiStress’s performance against PPG, we compared the two methods with and without breathing features. In particular, we implemented a second baseline that combines PPG with respiration signals obtained from WiStress; we also implemented a variant of WiStress that relies entirely on HRV measurements for stress classification. The results are shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w/o Breathing Features</th>
<th>w/ Breathing Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WiStress</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>92.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Average Classification Accuracy of WiStress and PPG. The table compares the accuracy of WiStress and the PPG-based modality with or without the breathing features.

As the table demonstrates, removing breathing features from WiStress results in 82.9% accuracy, which is 7.2% lower than PPG. This is because wireless signals naturally have lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than PPG signals, resulting in less accurate HRV measurements, thereby lower stress classification accuracy. However, by including the breathing features, WiStress’s performance jumps to 92.6%, which is 2.5% higher than PPG without breathing features, and a mere 1.7% below PPG with breathing features. These experiments show that while the wireless modality typically has a lower SNR to extract the HRV, we can make up for it by further extracting the breathing features extracted from the signal.

Two additional points are worth noting:

- In the short-term classification experiment, we do not leverage WiStress’s movement-extraction features. This is because in this experiment, subjects are asked to remain quasi-static as described earlier.
- The accuracy of WiStress with and without breathing features is higher in the short-term experiment than it is in the long-term stress experiment. As described earlier, this is due to the more controlled nature of this experiment and is in line with prior literature.

### 5.3 Accuracy of IBI Extraction

In this section, we evaluate the importance of accurately extracting the inter-beat interval (IBI) on WiStress’s overall stress classification accuracy, and compare its IBI extraction algorithm to start-of-the-art baselines.

---

14 Since PPG itself does not provide breathing features, for the ‘PPG with breathing features’, experiment we added the breathing features extracted from our wireless sensors.
5.3.1 Impact of IBI Error on Stress Classification Accuracy. We are interested in understanding how much the IBI error impacts the WiStress’s final performance. To do so, we performed controlled experiments to emulate the IBI error by adding different levels of random noise, and assessed the impact of such error on the overall classification error. We took the ground truth heartbeats derived from our PPG sensor and added different levels of White Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation varying from 0 and 90 ms, similar to past work [128] to make noisy IBIs. We then ran our person-independent stress classification module on one subject from the short-term experiment using these noisy IBI values. For this experiment, we did not add noise to the other features (breathing and movement), and they remained intact.

Fig. 15 plots the stress classification accuracy against average IBI error. Each data point shown in the figure was averaged over 100 random experiments. As can be seen, to maintain an accuracy of 70% or more, the IBI error needs to be below 10 ms. As the IBI error approaches 30 ms and higher, the classification accuracy drops to around 50%. This shows that in order to maintain reasonable stress classification performance, we need to achieve IBI accuracy of below 10 milliseconds. Finally, it is worth noting that since WiStress uses two groups of other features, namely breathing and movement features, even with very high IBI error, the classification accuracy remains well above the 33% random guess.

5.3.2 Comparison With State-of-the-Art Baselines. Next, we would like to quantify the benefits of WiStress’s IBI extraction network (WiStress-Net) against two state-of-the-art baselines in RF sensing (RFSCG [52], EQRadio [128]) as described in §4.3. To do so, we evaluated the IBI extraction pipeline of each system when the user is static and moving. We conducted two (static, moving), 20-minute experiments, where a subject was sitting 3 ft away from the millimeter-wave device. During the static experiment, the user was asked to remain quasi-static (slowly moving hands or head was allowed), and during the moving experiment, the user was free to move in place (unconstrained shaking their head, moving their hands, speaking, and drinking were allowed). The ground truth IBI’s were collected by attaching the PPG sensor to the subject’s big toe. To ensure an accurate ground-truth, we asked the subject not to perform any abrupt or shaking motions with that foot throughout the experiment.
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Fig. 16. Classification Accuracy and IBI error. The figure compares WiStress to different baselines in terms of IBI error, stress classification accuracy, and time between estimates.

Fig. 16 (a) and (b) plot the empirical CDF of WiStress’s IBI error against the baselines for the static and moving scenarios, respectively. We make the following remarks:

- Overall, WiStress maintains a low median error (<4ms for static, <6ms for moving) for both experiments.
- WiStress shows a modest improvement over the baselines when the user is static (EQRadio:8ms, RFSCG:10ms). To see why, recall from Fig. 3 that the heartbeat pattern may change during the same experiment. However, both RFSCG and EQRadio rely on learning a single template to match heartbeats throughout the experiment, which means they cannot adapt to the heartbeat pattern changes. On the other hand, WiStress detects heartbeats by relying on local self-similarities, yielding more accurate IBI estimates.
- When the user is allowed to move, Fig. 16(b) shows that WiStress outperforms the two baselines by a significant margin (EQRadio:36ms, RFSCG:48ms). This is because WiStress is able to correctly reject motion-based artifacts from the measurement signal, and only focus on segments that contain heartbeat
signals without motion artifacts. In contrast, the baselines mostly rely on the user being static and provide little to effectively combat the motion artifacts.

- It is also worth noting that the accuracy of WiStress in moving experiment exceeds the accuracy of the baselines in static experiments, which demonstrates that WiStress is highly robust to real-life artifacts.

Finally, one might wonder whether WiStress’s improved IBI extraction accuracy is the result of a more conservative motion rejection mechanism than the baselines. In the next section, we demonstrate that this is not true and that WiStress is successful at obtaining both more frequent and more accurate stress estimates than the baselines.

**Implications on Stress Monitoring.** So far, we have compared WiStress to the baselines based on the IBI extraction accuracy. Next, we would like to compare the three methods based on (a) the accuracy of stress monitoring and (b) frequency of making stress estimates. Note that since the baselines cannot perform stress monitoring, we augment them with the rest of WiStress’s pipeline (including feature extraction from IBI, breathing, and motion) for fair comparison.

We repeated the same experiment as that of the short-term stress monitoring assessment (described §5.2). However, rather than asking subjects to remain static throughout the experimental trials, we allowed them to move in a manner similar to that described above. We performed 12 experimental trials in total with four subjects, each lasting for four minutes.

Fig. 16(c) shows the 3-class stress classification accuracy as a function of the time between stress estimates for WiStress, RF-SCG, and EQ-Radio. For each of the three methods, we the results are shown separately for the static and moving scenarios described above. For each method and scenario, the result is represented as an oval centered around the median (time, accuracy) and the two axes of the oval represent the corresponding standard deviation (i.e., along time and accuracy). It is worth noting that each system has their own motion rejection modules, which impacts the time between measurements on the x-axis.\(^{15}\) We make the following observations:

1. **WiStress vs baselines (static).** When static, all three methods are able to make a measurement once every 20-22 seconds (i.e., the duration of the sliding window), with 85-95% average accuracy.\(^{16}\) This means that if a subject is static, all three IBI extraction algorithms methods can achieve good accuracy (>85%) for stress monitoring (once the algorithms are augmented with WiStress’s stress classification architecture described in §3.3). However, we note that continuous stress monitoring of a static user is not realistic, as it is unlikely that a person is static for longer than a few minutes at a time in an everyday environment [65].

2. **WiStress vs baselines (moving).** When the user is free to move, all three methods require more time between stress estimates, with WiStress outputting an estimate every 70-90 seconds, with EQ-Radio and RF-SCG trailing behind at around 100-180 seconds. While these numbers are lower compared to the static case, they are still well within the range of acceptable frequencies for the purpose of stress monitoring [102]. The real difference between the methods is in their accuracy, with WiStress maintaining its 85-95% accuracy level, and RFSCG and EQRadio dropping to 50-70%. This accuracy is likely due to the breathing and motion features. This comparison shows that in real, everyday environments where the user is free to move, WiStress will significantly outperform the baselines, and it is the only method among the three that enables accurate, continuous stress monitoring. We note that this result is in agreement with our previous analysis on Fig. 16 (b). This demonstrates that WiStress’s robustness of IBI extraction translates to a higher performance in stress monitoring over the baselines.

\(^{15}\)Since EQRadio does not describe its motion rejection method, we assumed the authors leveraged the method described in their earlier work [10] for motion rejection.

\(^{16}\)WiStress has a modest improvement over the baselines both in terms of accuracy and frequency of the assessments, thanks to a better HRV extraction method, as shown in Fig. 16(a).
(3) WiStress static vs. WiStress moving. Since user motion artifacts in the moving experiments can overwhelm the subtle heartbeat and respiration signals, WiStress strategically rejects these portions as described in §3.2. This rejection has two implications: First, it introduces a certain degree of sparsity in the data samples, which ultimately translate to less frequent stress measurements. Second, it helps keep the original accuracy of the measurements as in the static case by removing the low-quality portions which convey no useful information. Both implications are reflected in Fig. 16 (c), where we can see an increase in the latency of WiStress’s stress estimation from every 20 seconds in the static case to every 80 seconds in the moving case, while the accuracy is maintained at around 85-95%.

5.4 Robustness and Generalizability

5.4.1 Robustness to Orientation and Distance. We evaluated WiStress’s IBI accuracy as a function of orientation and distance. First, we performed an experiment where we varied the distance between WiStress and the subject of interest from 2-12 ft. Then, we repeated the IBI extraction for four different orientations: facing the device, left, right, and back. We performed each experimental trial three times for each distance-orientation pair.

Fig. 17. Error in IBI vs. orientation and distance. The figure shows the average error of WiStress’s IBI estimation for different orientations (front, left, right, back) and distances (2-12 ft).

Fig. 17 plots the average error of WiStress’s IBI estimation across distance and orientation. It shows that the average error remains below 4 ms if the subject is within 8 ft distance. When the subject faces back, it shows the highest error, similar to prior work [10]. Yet, even at 12 feet, the average error remains less than 10 ms for all orientations.

5.4.2 Generalizability of WiStress’s HRV extraction. Next, we evaluated the generalizability WiStress’s IBI extraction module (WiStress-Net, §3.2.3). Specifically, we ran experiments to test whether our network can accurately extract IBIs from heartbeat signal modalities other than RF. To this end, we evaluated our IBI extraction model on modalities other than those our network had been trained on. Specifically, without any additional training, we applied our network to ECG and PPG signals, which are 1D heartbeat signals that have periodicity but are measured through different physiological mechanisms. We measured the heartbeat signals using RF, ECG, and PPG modalities as shown in Fig. 18(a). Across these experimental trials, the subject was sitting about 4ft away from WiStress’s antenna and remained quasi-static during the measurements. The ECG and PPG signals were also measured from the subject’s chest and finger, using hardware described in §4.1. We conducted 5 experimental
trials, each lasting for 10 minutes. We compared the manually labeled ground-truth to the extracted IBIs from our learning model. 

Fig. 18 (b) plots the CDF of the IBI error for RF, PPG, and ECG signals. Each of the empirical CDFs combine all the data across all 5 trials. We make the following remarks:

(1) All the modalities achieve low 90th percentile errors ($\leq 10$ ms), which corresponds to only five sample points. This demonstrates that WiStress’s IBI extraction model can indeed learn temporally local self-similarity regardless of the signal modality and that it extends to other heartbeat signal modalities that exhibit periodicity.

(2) Interestingly, the ECG and PPG modalities show smaller median errors ($\leq 2$ ms) compared to the RF modality (4 ms). This is expected since contact-based modalities typically have a higher SNR compared to RF.

These results demonstrate that WiStress-Net not only enables wireless IBI extraction, but is general enough to be applied for other heartbeat sensing modalities.

5.4.3 Robustness to different daily activities. In this experiment, we aimed to understand the potential of monitoring stress during a user’s everyday activities. In particular, recall that WiStress makes a best effort to continuously extract IBIs and that it discards measurements with significant motion contamination. Hence, we are interested in evaluating the frequency of estimating stress across various daily activities. To do this, we measured millimeter-wave reflections while a subject performed various daily activities (sleeping, reading, speaking, typing, workout) for 40 minutes each. The first 10-minute data were discarded away because the subject was more aware of the measurement in the early phase.

Each measurement setup is as follows:

(1) **Sleeping.** The subject was lying down in bed and under a blanket. The device was installed on the headboard of the bed and measured the signal 4 ft away from the subject.

(2) **Reading.** The subject was reading a magazine on a sofa. The average speed of turning page was 53 seconds/page. The measurement distance was 5 ft.

(3) **Speaking.** The subject had a virtual meeting with the colleagues and led the meeting. The subject used 42 words/min in average. The measurement distance was 3 ft.
(4) **Typing.** The subject typed a document while sitting on a chair. The average typing speed was 51 words/min. The measurement distance was 3 ft.

(5) **Workout.** The subject worked out alone. The routine was composed of squat, lunge, push up, and jumping jack. The break time didn’t exceed 5 minutes in total. The measurement distance was 6-8 ft.

For each of the experimental trials, we computed the duration between consecutive successful stress estimates. Then, for each of activity, we computed the mean and 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile of those durations, and show the results in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Minutes between two estimates</th>
<th>Mean (min)</th>
<th>90\textsuperscript{th} Percentile (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workout</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. **Average latency between estimates during daily activities.** The figure shows how often we can estimate the stress level across various daily activities.

We make the following points:

1. Except for the workout activity, for all other activities, WiStress can extract infer the person’s stress level at least once every 3.12 minutes on average. Since a typical stress episode lasts on average for around 11.5 minutes [102], this indicates that WiStress can capture standard stress episodes across daily activities (and even output multiple stress estimates for each episode).

2. As expected, during low-motion activities (such as sleeping or reading), the number of opportunities for extracting stress levels is higher, resulting in shorter mean and 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile durations between estimates.

3. The 90\textsuperscript{th} percentiles show that the tail of the time between measurements is acceptable. In particular, except for workout, the 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile of time between two measurements is at most 5.13 minutes.

**Impact of Subtle Movements.** Our final result aims to provide insights into the robustness of WiStress’s heartbeat extraction to small movements, like moving head or hand slowly. To this end, we ran experiments where we compare the SSM output in four different scenarios with different levels/types of movements.

Fig. 19 plots the SSM for each of the four scenarios, as well as the corresponding wireless reflection (that was fed into WiStress-Net), shown as the black curve. The figure also depicts the detected heartbeats using upward facing arrows. Green arrows indicate detected heartbeats that match with manual annotation, and red arrows indicate missed heartbeats. In (a), the subject is not moving. In (b), the subject is slowly moving their head horizontally about 90 degrees over a 15 second period, the middle of which is shown in the figure. In (c), the subject moves their head vertically from looking ahead to looking down in about 2 seconds. The movement period is shown in a red box. In (d), the subject is moving their right hand from the chair armrest to a resting table on the table. Similarly, the movement period shown in a red box.

We can see that when there is no movement or the movement is weak (a-b), WiStress performs very well, missing only one annotated heartbeat in (b). This is also reflected in the structure of the SSM, were we can see similar structures repeating, indicating the presence of heartbeat. While moderate movements (c-d) introduce some missingness in the data, WiStress-Net still correctly identifies and rejects these regions, while still correctly identifying the annotated heartbeats. This is also reflected in the SSMs, where the patterns disappear around the areas corresponding to motion artifacts. These results demonstrate that WiStress is robust to small movements and can automatically learn and discard segments where the movement causes significant motion contamination.
Fig. 19. **Effect of small movements on the input, SSM, and detected heartbeats.** The inputs are the wireless reflection data shown as black curves. The correctly detected heartbeat outputs are shown in green arrows. The red arrow indicates a missed heartbeat. The rectangles indicate the discarded regions.

These micro-benchmarks also demonstrate that WiSTRESS is successful in learning how to balance between robustness and availability. As described in §3.2 and §3.3, WiSTRESS keeps or discards certain regions of the wireless data before feeding them into its stress classification module. Specifically, data samples that pass a certain quality threshold are kept, and the rest are discarded. The value of this threshold poses a quality-quantity trade-off: a lower threshold leads to more, possibly erroneous data samples, while a higher threshold would result in less, yet more accurate samples. In principle, it is possible to further adapt this threshold based on the end use-cases.

6 LIMITATIONS & EXTENSIONS

In this section we describe the limitations of WiSTRESS and avenues for extending it:

1. **Range.** Our current evaluation of WiSTRESS was performed up to a distance of around 4 meters. In the future, it is desirable to extend the operation range by incorporating techniques such as beamforming with more antennas or using more sensitive hardware.

2. **High-Energy Activities.** While WiSTRESS can continuously monitor a subject’s stress in everyday scenarios like typing, talking, or reading as well as deal with intermittent large motions, it cannot extract stress measurements during continuous, high-energy motion scenarios like workout sessions (since it needs to discard time segments with high variance). It would be interesting to explore extensions of WiSTRESS that can operate even while the user is performing high-energy activities.

3. **Number of Users.** Our current implementation of WiSTRESS works for one user at a time. In principle, it is possible to extend WiSTRESS to accommodate multiple subjects at the same time through digital beam forming as shown by past work [10, 130].

4. **Longitudinal Studies.** In this paper, we demonstrated WiSTRESS’s ability to monitor stress for up to 6-hour-long experiments. It would be interesting to use WiSTRESS to monitor stress over longer periods, like multiple days, weeks, or even months.

Finally, it is worth noting that this paper explored WiSTRESS’s ability to monitor both naturally occurring stress (in the long-term studies) as well as induced stress (in the short-term studied) by leveraging prior stress models and classifiers. It would be interesting to adapt and evaluate WiSTRESS with other stress models from the literature [87] by considering different stress classifiers as well as by different stress models (i.e., beyond the NASA TLX or the Back tests). Moreover, our implementation of WiSTRESS has selected training hyper-parameters
that balance between availability and robustness (as detailed in §5.4.3), and it is worth exploring how the trade-off between these metrics might be adapted to various use cases. Finally, it would be interesting to explore the benefits and use cases of multi-modal extensions of WiStress, where it is combined with other sensor data (e.g., accelerometers, voice) in stress monitoring applications.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we presented WiStress, the first contactless stress monitoring system that can infer user stress levels from wireless signals. WiStress works correctly without requiring any contact with the user’s body, or the user being aware of the system. By automatically and opportunistically extracting vital signs and other stress-related features from a nearby user and designing a novel pipeline for extracting stress-related features from wireless signals, WiStress enables long-term monitoring of user stress levels.

In comparison to existing approaches for stress monitoring – which either solicit user input or require users to wear on-body sensors (e.g., ECG, GSR, PPG) – WiStress offers a more seamless, transparent, and convenient modality for long-term stress monitoring. It opens up opportunities for monitoring stress in workplaces [72] or academic environments [109, 110], where the sensor can be placed in a room or on a desk to monitor nearby users. Such deployments can help boost productivity and performance and reduce burnout [44, 53, 88, 99, 106], as well as inform intervention mechanisms to support student and worker mental health and well being [34]. WiStress can also be incorporated into smart devices (e.g., screens, kiosks, TVs, smart home assistants) to help understand and respond to user stress levels. For example, it can be used in studies for user experience evaluation [19, 115] or in everyday environments to enable interactive capabilities (adapt their tone, colors, etc.) based on user stress levels [75]. Additionally, WiStress sensors also be used to assess stress during sleep [54] and help improve sleep quality. Beyond smart devices and smart environments, WiStress can also be incorporated in social robots to help them assess user stress, improve interventions for aging [25] and child learning [15], and support long-term psychological well-being.

More generally, WiStress paves the way towards transparent and ubiquitous stress monitoring systems, with applications spanning smart homes, human-computer interaction, and mental health and well-being.
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